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Foundations of WF: an Introduction to Windows Workflow FoundationApress, 2006
Have you ever spent hours coding workflow for your applications? If so, the new Microsoft Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) technology will make your life easier. Foundations of WF: An Introduction to Windows Workflow Foundation introduces you to using Visual Studio 2005 and the Windows Workflow Foundation (part of Windows Vista) to...
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XSLT Programmer's Reference 2nd EditionPeer Information Inc, 2001

	This compact, relevant, updated version reflects recent changes in the XSLT specification and developments in XSLT parsers. The material on tools and implementations has been revised; so too have all the examples. It also includes a new chapter on writing extension functions.


	XML has firmly established itself as the universal...
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A Little Java, A Few PatternsMIT Press, 1997

	Java is a new object-oriented programming language that was developed by Sun Microsystems for programming the Internet and intelligent appliances. In a very short time it has become one of the most widely used programming languages for education as well as commercial applications.Design patterns, which have moved object-oriented programming...
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REST: From Research to PracticeSpringer, 2011

	Anybody following the discussions around “Web Services” in recent years is aware
	of the fuzzy definition of the term, and a little bit of history can quite easily explain
	some of the confusions around current terminology (or use of terminology). The
	general idea of using Web technologies to not only deliver Web pages (HTML...
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Puppet Types and ProvidersO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Puppet is a configuration management tool that has enjoyed phenomenal growth over
	
		the last few years. Propelled by increasing demands on sysadmins, and the continuous
	
		growth of infrastructure (both physical and virtual), Puppet has been one of the key
	
		technology components of the DevOps movement. This cultural shift...
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Speech Processing for IP Networks: Media Resource Control Protocol (MRCP)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Media Resource Control Protocol (MRCP) is a new IETF protocol, providing a key enabling technology that eases the integration of speech technologies into network equipment and accelerates their adoption resulting in exciting and compelling interactive services to be delivered over the telephone. MRCP leverages IP telephony and Web technologies...
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Nagios Core Administration CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Develop an integrated monitoring solution for virtually any kind of network


	Overview

	
		Monitor almost anything in a network.
	
		Control notifications in your network by configuring Nagios Core.
	
		Get a handle on best practices and time-saving configuration methods for a leaner...
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Apache Maven 2 Effective ImplementationPackt Publishing, 2009

	Build and Manage Applications with Maven, Continuum, and Archiva

	
		Follow a sample application which will help you to get started quickly with Apache Maven
	
		Learn how to use Apache Archiva - an extensible repository manager - with Maven to take care of your build artifact repository
	
		Leverage the...
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No Nonsense XML Web Development With PHP: Master PHP 5's Powerful New XML FunctionalitySitePoint Pty Ltd, 2005

	
		A practical and concise book that teaches XML from the ground up. This tutorial style presents various XML methodologies and techniques in an easy to understand way, building a basis for further exploration.

	
		XML is essentially an enabling technology, dry and boring on its own. As a result, most books on the market are...
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XPath and XPointerO'Reilly, 2002
XML documents contain regular but flexible structures. Developers can use those structures as a framework on which to build powerful transformative and reporting applications, as well as to establish connections between different parts of documents. XPath and XPointer are two W3C-created technologies that make these structures accessible to...
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OpenVPN 2 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	OpenVPN is one of the world's most popular packages for setting up a Virtual Private Network (VPN). OpenVPN provides an extensible VPN framework which has been designed to ease site-specific customization, such as providing the capability to distribute a customized installation package to clients, or supporting alternative authentication...
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Core Python Programming (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006
A quick guide to everything anyone would want to know about the soaringly popular Internet programming language, Python. Provides an introduction to new features introduced in Python 1.6, and topics covered include regular expressions, extending Python, and OOP. The CD-ROM includes the source code for all of the examples in the text. Softcover....
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